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Introduction

Joseph Grinnell (1877–1939) was the founding director of the Museum of
Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley (MVZ). He conduced extensive and intensive sur-
veys of vertebrate species distribution throughout California, USA.1 The problem
we track throughout this essay is that Grinnell’s carefully laid plans for his museum
at the beginning of the twentieth century embodied a notion of locality and associ-
ated technology of recording that turned out to be hard to unify with a very different
notion that emerged in mid-twentieth century ecology and is embedded in late twen-
tieth century computing practices involving the collection, storage and retrieval of
species locality data. Different concepts of space favor different protocols and ways
of describing a species’ locality, and thus slowly entrench only certain courses of
action in practice, which over time hinders the integration of data.

From 1911 to 1920, Grinnell and colleagues surveyed the vertebrates (small
mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians) in a large transect across central
California, including Yosemite National Park (http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Grinnell/
yosemite/index.html).2 In addition to months of planning and years of development
since the founding of the MVZ in 1908, the survey work involved 957 person-days
of fieldwork, resulting in over 2,000 pages of field notes, 817 photographs, and
2,795 specimens. The work was summarized in a widely-read book, Animal Life in
the Yosemite (1924), by Grinnell and Tracy Storer. From 2003 to 2005, Grinnell’s 21
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1 On the history of intensive and extensive biodiversity surveys see Kohler (2006).
2 Accessed June 21, 2008. Field notes document that Grinnell and his colleagues were trapping
in Yosemite in 1911. His book on Yosemite (see below), describing the transect discussed here,
covers work beginning in 1914. The 2003 Yosemite Report describes the original survey as taking
place from 1911 to 1919. The index page at the resurvey website describes it as 1914 to 1920.
The 2007 Inventory and Monitoring report describes it as 1911–1920. These date discrepancies
are typical of complex, multi-investigator projects and are often due to differences in whether the
description concerns field seasons, project authorization or funding cycles, or report due dates.
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sites from his original Yosemite survey were revisited by MVZ personnel in a resur-
vey project led by the current museum director, Craig Moritz, the former director,
James Patton, and with the collaboration of the US Geological Survey.3

Grinnell aimed at comprehensive faunal surveying and meticulous recording of
information about specimens and habitats in field notes, specimen tags, and museum
catalogs, procedures which were designed expressly to be as widely useful to
researchers of the future as possible, whatever their questions may be. In the resur-
vey, Grinnell’s academic descendants began by taking up his particular questions
but in a technological context he could not have foreseen. The twenty-first century
resurvey aimed at quantifiable, machine-code-able data which were designed to be
internet-accessible and “interoperable”4 with data from other databases produced
for a variety of overlapping purposes. The resurvey’s field work began in 2003 and,
in 2006, its scope expanded to more field sites within and beyond Yosemite National
Park.5

The aims of the original survey included establishment of “a new baseline
against which future studies could be compared in order to measure faunal change
over time. Grinnell encouraged future scientists to make these comparisons”
(http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Grinnell/pdf/Yosemite_2003_Report.pdf).6 The resurvey
at Yosemite implemented this goal by attempting to provide new data on old local-
ities and new uses for old data. The comparison included old research questions –
which species occupy which locality – with contemporary practical applications
and policy implications such as the role of climate in producing faunal change
(http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Grinnell/research/index.html).7 For the purposes of this
essay, we focus primarily on comparisons of the original surveys and resurveys,
with only brief comments on the complex transformations of ecological sciences in
relation to the museum’s goals, practices and methods.

We frame our case study of this emerging re-survey problem in terms of dif-
fering concepts of biological space. In one important sense, space is a framework
“exogenous” to the organisms and species of scientific interest that human investiga-
tors impose in order to pursue their interests and goals with the skills, abilities, and
resources available to them. Organisms live in this “space” in so far as investigators
act and describe them as such, but the nature and details of the imposed frame-
work are not relevant to what the organisms do. For example, if human investigators

3 The resurvey project was funded by the NPS (Inventory and Monitoring Program), Yosemite
National Park and Patton’s private resources.
4 “Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information
and to use the information that has been exchanged.” IEEE (1990, 42).
5 Funding outside Yosemite was provided by NSF, and within Yosemite by the National
Geographic Society and the former director’s private resources.
6 Accessed July 18, 2008.
7 Accessed July 18, 2008. This was one of Grinnell’s original theoretical goals (see Griesemer,
1990). Policy options for intervention due to climate change were not an integral part of either of
these studies per se, but the policy implications were clear: see, e.g. Nijhuis (2005, accessed 24
June 2008).
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define a system of grid lines – latitudes and longitudes conventionally located with
respect to the Earth’s poles, equator, and Greenwich England as prime meridian –
plus elevations above or below sea level (at some arbitrary date), organisms and
species live at points in that coordinate system independently of the existence of
that socially, conventionally imposed system of description. The organisms do not
care about, nor can they exploit, their “lat/long” coordinates as they go about their
lives in those “locations.”

At the other pole from this “exogenous” concept of space, there is an “endoge-
nous” concept of space that depends on, or bears significant relation to, the
organisms themselves, i.e. of places or locations conditioned by what the organisms
in question do, what their interests and abilities are, and without regard to the inter-
ests, skills, and abilities of any humans that might wish to study them. We call this
concept a “species-interactionist” concept of space because the species (and organ-
isms) themselves contribute to the organization of the “coordinate” space in which
they live. Their location in this space is determined by their interactions, such as
digging burrows or building river dams. In this sense, space is “endogenous” or the
product of the interaction of the organisms and their environments.8

In most cases of interest for understanding scientific investigation of organisms,
species, and their environments, the relevant perspective on space must be sensi-
tive to the interaction of human investigators with the organisms subject to study.
One can imagine human investigators placing quadrats in locations following a pro-
tocol for random sampling from a grid of exogenously imposed coordinates, but
suppose the random number generator specifies dropping a quadrat on a slope too
steep for humans to hike down and access? Or, one can imagine human investiga-
tors identifying locations along a trail created by the deer species they are following,
but the brush becomes too thick for the humans to follow and they have to take a
detour, hoping that they will intersect the deer trail further on. The locations where
humans study organisms in nature are intersections of human interests, skills, abil-
ities, and resources with study organisms’ interests, skills, abilities, and resources.
In this sense, space is the product of species–species interactions and is neither fully
imposed by the humans, nor fully independent of them.

Our case study will show how exogenous and species-interactionist concepts of
space shape biodiversity research. The MVZ’s founding director and his contempo-
rary successors sought “hypothesis-neutral” descriptions of specimen localities so
that collected material would be as widely useful to the student of the future as pos-
sible, yet this gap between two concepts of space slowed, and sometimes literally
stopped, their project. We argue that a resolution of the problem of locality lies in
practical accommodation of divergent technical means, different kinds of descrip-
tions, and different concepts of space through alternation of their use in the research

8 As developmental systems theorists and niche constructionists note, these “environments”
include other organisms, so ecological and evolutionary theories involving this sort of concept
of environment will be more complicated than traditional theories assuming that environments are
specified entirely “exogenously” to the organisms living in them.
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process, rather than forcing a choice for the sake of nominal unity. In the next sec-
tion, we turn to the details of our case study. We follow that with two theoretical
sections, first formulating a set of contrasts between the different concepts of space
and kinds of locality descriptions; and second discussing the MVZ’s resolution of
the problem of locality as both an achievement and a mark of continuing challenge
for global biodiversity research.

A Story: Application of “Locality” Records in the History
of the MVZ

The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (MVZ) was established by the patron and
entrepreneur Annie Alexander and the scientific director Joseph Grinnell (Stein,
2001). Grinnell noticed the rapid demographic and economic changes in California,
was aware of its geologic movements (Grinnell, 1917, 1924), and envisioned his
museum as a supplier of facts describing these changes guided by his advice on
how best to handle them:9 “serving as a bureau of information within our general
field.”10 More specifically, the museum researchers and students were to conduct a
series of rigorous descriptions of species and sub-species distributions in the same
localities over time “with application of the ‘laboratory method’ out of doors as well
as in the Museum.”11 Applying the “laboratory method” meant standardization of
the work structure and quantification of the resulting data (Kohler, 2002), which in
a natural history museum meant introducing “index cards and standardized note-
taking procedures [which] were the high-tech cutting edge of museum practice, as
they were in industry” (Gerson, 2007b). Grinnell was so keen on implementing new
technologies that he defined it as one of the duties of a museum director: “Be alert
for improvement of methods in every department.”12

In line with this duty, a huge effort was devoted by Grinnell and the MVZ staff to
build standardized, detailed protocols for almost every aspect of work in the museum
down to the kind of ink and paper to use and train students to follow these proce-
dures – the mandatory “Zoology 114” course (see Griesemer, 1990, Sunderland
submitted). There was an 8 page written standard for recording information in field
notes: “suggestions as to collection and field note taking,”13 distinguishing between
the information about collecting specimens, to be recorded on a specimen tag and

9 In many respects the MVZ functioned in ways aptly described by Latour’s “center for
calculation” (Latour, 1999, see also Shavit and Griesemer, 2009).
10 Grinnell, J., “Analysis of Functions,” 2, November 22, 1935, an official document signed by
Grinnell, Alexander and Sproul (the University President). MVZ Archive, located at the MVZ
main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum Methods – Historical.
11 Ibid., 1.
12 Grinnell, J., Schedule of Curatorial Duties for Staff Members, 5, August 15, 1929, MVZ
Archive, MVZ main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum Methods – Historical.
13 April 20, 1938. MVZ archive, MVZ main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum Methods –
Historical.
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other information to be written in field notes, and yet another protocol for trans-
forming the information from the tag into the museum’s collection via index cards:
“suggestion for handling specimens brought fresh into museum and intended for
collections of the museum of vertebrate zoology”.14 This minute procedural deci-
sion to distinguish between two kinds of techniques to record information about a
species’ locality – field notes and tags – is a crucial point in our story, one we shall
return to.

Diligent execution and updating of these (and many more) protocols whenever
new techniques became relevant, was, and still is, expected of every museum mem-
ber.15 The reason is obvious. For an organization containing multiple researchers
and students (today around 140 people), shared standards for recording distribu-
tion facts greatly eases the production and use of data in pursuit of the MVZ’s
diverse goals and research questions: basic science on the evolution of speciation
and extinction, applied science dedicated to “the promotion of wildlife conservation
and management on a biologically sound basis of fact and principle,”16 and, last but
not least, facilitation of Grinnell’s and Alexander’s ambition “to establish a center
of authority on this coast.”17 All in all, the museum’s main goal was both ambitious
and foresighted, as explicated by Grinnell as early as 1910:

At this point I wish to emphasize what I believe will ultimately prove to be the greatest
value of our museum. This value will not, however, be realized until the lapse of many
years, possibly a century, assuming that our material is safely preserved. And this is that the
student of the future will have access to the original record of faunal conditions in California
and the west wherever we now work (Grinnell, 1910 [1943, 35]).

These words are printed on the museum’s walls, posted on its website, and have
guided the Grinnell Resurvey project, a major project of the MVZ, for the past
6 years.18 The founding director also had a very broad perspective on what “the
original record of faunal conditions” amounts to. Like any other research museum,
the MVZ held a collection of material objects, i.e. specimens, although its curators
considered not only traditional animal parts but also nests, eggs, and feces to be
specimens, which were similarly tagged and stored in cabinets. These tags, some-
times called specimen labels, are small pieces of paper attached by the collector
at the end of the day to organisms obtained and prepared as specimens during that
day. The specimen tag was the crucial piece of evidence guiding the handling of
the specimen later on, upon its arrival to the museum. A protocol dictates what and
how to write on the small tag. One can catch a glimpse of the MVZ’s meticulous
and socially-intertwined work culture just from reading these words from 1925,

14 November 13, 1925. MVZ archive, MVZ main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum
Methods – Historical.
15 Interviews with senior staff, April 18, 2006 and May 1, 2006.
16 Grinnell, J., April 20, 1938, 2, MVZ archive, MVZ main gallery, top left cabinet, file name:
Museum Methods – Historical.
17 Grinnell J. letter to Alexander A., 1907, cited in Griesemer and Gerson (1993, 198).
18 Interviews with senior staff, March 28, 2006 and May 1, 2006.
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recommended by the museum’s secretary, Margaret W. Wythe, and endorsed by its
director, Joseph Grinnell:

Attach label, immediately, to each specimen, bearing the following information:

(a) Name of collector or collectors (upper right corner of label).
(b) Preparator’s field or note-book number (upper left corner of label).
(c) Exact locality, that is, name of a topographic feature and distance from nearest

town; elevation; county; state (across middle of label).
(d) Date: month (in writing, not numeral), day and year (Lower right corner of

label).19

Note the standardized format for recording the “exact locality” by these one
or two descriptive sentences at the center of the small label. It should be further
noted that “Exact” does not mean the smallest degree of geographical extent but
the smallest degree of vagueness in description. Grinnell did not think that reduc-
ing the geographical extent of a locality would always enhance its value for current
and future research. Rather, a valuable “locality” is sensitive both to one’s research
question and organism of study. For example, the home range of a deer mouse typi-
cally encompasses a whole trap line (a string of traps), so it is a matter of chance in
which trap within this trap line it will be caught. In addition, every trap within the
trap line should be set in order to maximize the detection of that mouse, since, given
Grinnell’s research interest, that specific location might only be re-visited a century
later, if at all. As a result of this mouse–human interaction, the relevant description
of this species locality is the trap line rather than the single trap.

Others who were interested in questions other than Grinnell’s sometimes dis-
agreed. In 1914, one of Grinnell’s prominent students, Tracy I. Storer, proposed
to record the ecological niche of its unique trap on a small tag attached to each
specimen, yet Grinnell politely waved his proposal away.20 Almost a century later,
a suggestion to record GPS coordinates for each trap in a trap line was raised by
the leading ecologist in the Grinnell resurvey’s project and supported by the lead-
ing programmer analyst. According to this view the only certain location is that
where the animal was actually trapped. The mouse was there, and therefore could
be demonstrably be there. The same cannot be rigorously said of any other place in
the extent of the trap line, because the human configuration of a “trap line” intro-
duces assumptions and biases into the detection of “habitat” and “micro-habitat”.
Surely the entire contents of the trap line are not suitable as an environment for the
mouse, even if every trap in the trap line does occupy such a suitable locality.21

19 Wythe, M., “Suggestion for handling specimens brought fresh into museum and intended for
collections of the museum of vertebrate zoology,” November 13, 1925. MVZ archive, the MVZ
main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum Methods – Historical.
20 Storer T. to Grinnell J., November 24, 1914; Grinnell J. to Storer, T., December 4, 1914, MVZ
Letter Correspondence Archive, MVZ main Gallery. We thank Elihu Gerson for first mentioning
this correspondence to us.
21 We thank John Wieczorek for this comment.
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The suggestion to use GPS coordinates was similarly declined by the leading nat-
uralists on the resurvey team. The naturalists argued that the time it would take to
record this information in the field would be overkill, both literally, since more small
rodents will die while fifty trap locations are being recorded, and metaphorically,
since such precise locality data is not relevant for describing species distribution
from only one or more individuals from each species, and especially not from
species that typically occupy a home range that encompasses an entire trap line.
According to this view, the results could be misleading if aggregated from localities
too small in geographical extent.22

Under the Grinnellian method, when a trap line is set its specific geographical and
ecological setting is meticulously recorded in one’s field notebook journal. Later on,
the next morning or afternoon, when an animal is obtained from a trap, its general
locality – usually the area around the campsite – is recorded in one’s field note-
book catalog according to the standard presented above. Still later, in the evening,
typically after a bit of rest and food in the campsite, and always after long hours
spent measuring and preparing each and every animal fit for preservation, one then
copied that same “locality” from one’s field catalog to the specimen tag attached to
the skinned animal. One copies the same general locality description that stands as
the page heading in one’s journal, and goes on to describe -– and whenever practi-
cally possible quantify – properties of the specific localities encountered throughout
that day: their landscape, slope, weather, snow level, dominant plants, other plants
relevant to animals, soil types, the method and effort of detection (i.e. the kinds of
traps used, the number of traps and trap types in each trap line and the length of time
each trap line remained open) along with the name, title, and biologically relevant
opinion of any local person met that day. This longish record from the journal, writ-
ten in free text format, has no specific name while the record from the catalog and
specimen tag is called the “verbatim locality.”

Once the specimens were brought in from the field, their locality records entered
the MVZ’s collection. Of all the various kinds of data fields one recorded and
entered into the main MVZ card catalog (today, the MVZ database), only these
few sentences of the verbatim locality23 will never be changed or corrected by other
museum personnel, even if obvious spelling or identification mistakes have been
made in the field. The reason is that this small piece of paper connects the specimen
to its spatio-temporal context as originally recorded, “and so, reversely the student
[of today] may quickly trace back again from any particular specimen its history,
by referring to the card catalogue and field notebook” (Grinnell, 1910 [1943, 34]).
Changing the tag wording might break this chain of reference and thus disconnect
a specimen from its recorded environment (Gannett and Griesemer, 2004; Latour,
1999). Given the extensive contextual information that one was required to store in

22 Grinnell resurvey meeting, January 23, 2007. For more on the biological rationale for this view
see Shavit and Griesemer (2009).
23 In that sense this “verbatim locality” differs from the “specific locality” which is only written in
the museum and entered later into the MVZ database under the category of “locality.”
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one’s field notes, it is not surprising that, for Grinnell, a specimen without a label to
trace it to the individual collector’s catalog and field notes is, again, considered “lost.
It had, perhaps, better not exist” (Grinnell, 1921 [1943, 108]). To add visual context
to the descriptions, photographs were taken (of habitats, localities and specimens)
and drawings made on TRS maps (topographical and route maps). All these items
were stored in the MVZ archives and all are traceable to each individual specimen
stored in the collection. Grinnell was farsighted enough to stress that one type of
record is not more important than another, since we never know what type of record
will be required in the future:

It will be observed, then, that our efforts are not merely to accumulate as great a mass of
animal remains as possible. On the contrary, we are expending even more time than would
be required for the collection of the specimens alone, in rendering what we do obtain as
permanently valuable as we know how, to the ecologist as well as the systematist. It is quite
probable that the facts of distribution, life history, and economic status may finally prove to
be of more far-reaching value, than whatever information is obtainable exclusively from the
specimens themselves (Grinnell, 1910 [1943, 34–35]).

Although Grinnell stressed the need to use both the narrative description in a field
notebook journal and the structured description on a small specimen tag, he intro-
duced this distinction to facilitate the widest utility of collected material. Although
specimen tags might be sufficient for some taxonomic purposes, the field notes
might be of broader significance to ecologists and systematists – specimens merely
documenting the presence of a given species in an ecological context (Griesemer,
1990).

Grinnell’s sudden death in 1939 brought a brief period of turmoil, which sub-
sided after his former student, Alden H. Miller, was appointed director (Stein, 2001,
255–258). Over the next three decades, Miller carefully nourished Grinnell’s legacy.
During Miller’s administration, Grinnell’s distinction between information to be
recorded in the “journal” versus the “catalog” was embodied in a clear physical
separation as distinct sections within the same notebook and later as separate note-
books. Miller’s segregation move made each type of record more homogeneous,
further rationalized the workflow, and later made the coding of the specimen tag in
a database table much easier to do.24

The “verbatim locality” written on the field catalog and the specimen tag pri-
oritized the standardized descriptive locality as the most reliable format to ensure a
revisit to any corner of the world where MVZ people work. Information that was not
always available during the 1950s and 1960s, such as TRS coordinates, was there-
fore not included in the standard format of the tag. Another record, the “specific
locality,” typically comprised of TRS and later lat/long coordinates, was written in
one’s field notebook catalog and journal. The “specific locality” quickly became

24 It is much quicker and easier to find the information one needs to copy from the specimen
tag/field catalog (the tags and the field catalog hold identical information) to the collection cata-
log (the index cards at the museum) if there is clear physical separation between “catalog” and
“journal” in the field notebooks. For a clear analysis of rationalized coordination see Gerson
(2007a).
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a necessary part of field notebook catalogs and as part of journal entry headings.
However, the primacy of an abstract point on a universal grid, referenced by a num-
ber with an unequivocal interpretation, was not possible before the MVZ collection
was computerized into a database. It was then, for the first time, that a commit-
ment was made to a single concept of space – exogenous from the landscape and its
inhabitants rather than sensitive to it – to be applied in recording a “locality” In the
database.25 Throughout the late 1970s the MVZ collection records were entered into
a computerized database and by 1998 it was, as far as we know, the first collection
of modern vertebrates in the world to go online.

Prior to the MVZ’s shift to a database collection, one of the forces motivating
computerization of records was passage of several environmental laws in the first
half of the 1970s. “The National Environmental Policy Act” (NEPA), signed on
January 1, 1970 by US President Richard Nixon, required that prior to any major
US federal act a statement assessing environmental impact (EIS) on species must be
filed. The Endangered Species Act (ESA), signed by Nixon on December 28, 1973,
likewise created a need for information about species distributions. Soon thereafter a
boom of private companies specializing in assessing environmental impact emerged,
and they started arriving at museum collections looking for information. In 1972
the American Society of Mammalogists responded by establishing a committee on
Information. That committee, which included an MVZ representative, established
a common set of standards for database development, so that data would be com-
patible across all American museum collections.26 The NSF recognized the role of
natural history museums for society at large and in 1972 built a special program
titled: “Biological Research and Resources,” to which museums could apply for
funding of cabinets, fumigation equipment, etc. to maintain their collections.

However, if the MVZ was to continue its role as a “bureau of information,” it
not only had to store information but also to supply it quickly and efficiently to the
public. But how? By the mid nineteen seventies there were already over four hun-
dred thousand specimens in the MVZ collection and reviewing them all in order
to find which species were present in Yosemite National Park was an enormous
task.27 Luckily, the technology to do just that was already spreading in the life
sciences: mainframe computers. By the mid 1970s mainframe computers became
routinely used in museums, and the NSF responded by expanding its existing fund-
ing program to include information technology, now titled: “Biotic Research and
System Support.” The director of this NSF program, William Sievers, encouraged
Jim Patton of the MVZ and Philip Myers of the University of Michigan to jointly
propose a grant to computerize the MVZ’s and UMMZ’s collections and make avail-
able a database management system for other museums. In 1978 they received an

25 This commitment need not have been explicit. An exogenous or endogenous concept of space
could be “chosen” indirectly by favoring certain properties used in descriptions of locality over
others, e.g. lat/long over plant cover.
26 Correspondence, September 3, 2008.
27 That same request from Yosemite National Park was repeated in 2001, yet this time it marked
the beginning of the MVZ’s ambitious “Grinnell Resurvey Project.”
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NSF grant for retrospective capture of information of the Mammalian collection.
The grant compelled the museum to decide on the types of information to record in
the database. Given that the free-text locality information of the field journal would
be hard to code in a systematic way, decisions about what information to record in
the database entailed trade-offs in future searchability of information about locality
and implied, in turn, commitments to the relative significance of different concepts
of locality. Specifically and practically, the question of what locality information to
code in the database was whether “locality” information would be extracted from
the field journal, the specimen tag or both.

The answer was obvious. The information that the database software (TAXIR:
Taxonomic Information Retrieval) could query needed to be highly standardized
and organized within a single table (“flat file”), in addition to taking as little space
as possible, given the processing power and storage limitations of 1970s mainframe
computers. The short, standardized descriptive locality recorded on the specimen
tag fitted that technical demand nicely, while the lengthy free-text record in the
field journal could only be stored but not searched or queried upon in a flexible
manner. Perhaps the main reason to leave aside the field notes, however, was the
NSF’s explicit interest, and consequently Patton’s and Myer’s explicit focus in their
proposal, in the specimen collection, which – by Grinnell’s own distinction – was
available first and foremost from the specimen tag information.28 The field journal
lacked information considered crucial for a collection – such as museum catalog
or accession number – and held vast field ecological information that was time
consuming to retrieve.

In 1980 the MVZ’s database became operable. That is, a person sending a ques-
tion by mail about which species were found in Yosemite National Park could
receive a written answer – a list of species’ locations in counties that spanned the
park – within a few days after his query was entered into the mainframe com-
puter and, within hours, a result was printed. As a result, queries about a taxon –
e.g. genus, species, sub-species – found at a certain point on a map could be
answered quickly while all the environmental, geographical and historical infor-
mation contained in and distributed among the field journals about that species at
that time/space point could not because it was not machine searchable. De facto,
this meant, according to anecdotal comments of current MVZ staff members, that
queries about the extensive locality records stored in the field note journals were
reduced from now on. Not all who queried the MVZ database also showed interest
in the information stored in the field journals, however.

“Foregrounding” readily available locality information thus unintentionally
“backgrounded” a large source of ecological locality information. This did not raise
any complaint from most database users concerned with species distribution ques-
tions, which implied that an abstract point locality became not only necessary but
also sufficient for most of their research questions utilizing the museum collection.

28 As mentioned, identical locality information appeared on the specimen tag, field catalog, and
museum catalog cards, hence coding was done from either format. The original tag was used for
entering bird taxa while catalog cards were used for mammal and reptile taxa. We thank James
Patton for this comment.
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To be sure, some behavioral ecologists and systematist interested in small-scale
questions still routinely read field journal information – typically photocopied and
mailed to them by an MVZ curator – yet most queries relied on the database alone.
As the flexibility and accessibility of the database increased, the expanding uses of
the exogenous concept of space as the implied primary, and sometimes only, way to
describe species locality data became entrenched.29

In 1997 a programmer analyst and his informatics team presented a new,
relational data model for the MVZ collection. A new relational database was imme-
diately put online, while its structure has continued to be developed ever since. This
database defined not only multiple search attributes for each specimen record – such
as who collected it, where and when was it collected – but also defined relations
between these attributes, for example linking a specific collector, locality and time
to a unique “collecting event” and thus allowing, for example, a search on all the
specimens obtained from the event of Grinnell’s field trip to Yosemite Valley on
October 10, 1914. That kind of search is practical since a relational database allows
flexible queries. Now multiple different attributes, hence multiple different queries –
of even unanticipated kinds – can be linked to multiple different objects, rather than
merely a single set of attributes linked to a single object as in preceding decades. The
MVZ’s database thus could answer many more kinds of questions. The new rela-
tional database was designed to be complete, i.e. contain records of all specimen
tags alongside field journal entries, letters, photos, maps and more. Yet, however
ambitious and carefully planned, the database’s highly structured data model did
not provide the tools required to incorporate the free-text records of the field note
journals.

In 1998 the programmer analyst visited the University of Alaska Museum to
establish a collaborative programming project with local museum members in order
to develop a joint database system, open to the public, that would share all the appli-
cations to manage the data of the museum collections. “Arctos” was built to interface
with collections users who could: (1) search the same live database the museum
staff work on (rather than search weekly published updates from the collections
database), (2) access online information originally extracted from the specimen tags,
and (3) link to additional information stored in other online databases and services
(e.g. GenBank, MorphBank, and BerkeleyMapper). At present, Arctos is the largest
multi-institutional collaboration of natural history museum in an online database,
with data from the museums of Harvard, Alaska, Washington State, New Mexico,
and more.

Now that anyone with internet access could quickly and efficiently query the col-
lection, many more did so, yet only queries about locality that assumed a regular
grid with standardized meanings for each term, unequivocally (and automatically)
assigned to a set of data fields defined by the data model, could be answered by
Arctos. The “verbatim locality” records of the specimen tags, along with lat/long
coordinates, fitted these requirements while the field journal descriptions did not.

29 I.e. viewed as necessary for producing valid data because so many kinds of analysis came to
assume it. See Wimsatt (2007) on the concept of entrenchment.
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A problem propagated into the database from these verbatim locality records, was
that they referred to a relatively large geographic extent. To improve the resolution
of these locality records in the database, the programmer analyst also developed a
sophisticated georeferencing algorithm and protocol, which allowed one to assign
a GIS map point with a maximum error distance (degree of uncertainty) to each
historical descriptive “verbatim locality” in the collection (Wieczorek et al., 2004).
Descriptive localities written on specimen tags and stored in paper catalog cards
seemed finally to be comparable with current and future localities recorded by
GPS lat/long methods. It was hoped that whatever uncertainty remained could be
reduced by reading the field journals (by now scanned and posted online, but still
not searchable), applying auxiliary information to the georeferencing procedure, and
thus shrink the error distance around each point locality.

Natural history museums worldwide record localities via the MVZ’s georeferenc-
ing protocol, for example thirty five museums currently share mammalian data this
way (http://manisnet.org/GeorefGuide.html).30 This widespread adoption of a tech-
nology indicates the current overwhelming entrenchment of one concept of space,
typically considered a sufficient representation of a species locality in the field: a
point on a GIS map, with an implied concept of accuracy such that the smaller its
geographical extent, the more accurate/true to nature it is. Problems arose, how-
ever, when someone had to actually go back to a locality in the field by following
these lat/long coordinates and then mark that point on a GIS map (see Shavit and
Griesemer, 2009). This new fieldwork challenge did not, however, turn the concept
of locality into a conceptual problem, but only meant more work for those dili-
gent researchers who went the extra mile and interviewed old collectors or read old
field notes. What MVZ staff sometimes now call “the problem with locality”31 did
not arise until “going back” became a pressing institutional problem, i.e. until the
Grinnell Resurvey project went into the field, returning to Yosemite Valley, in the
spring of 2003.

The late 1990s and early 2000s made new computer technologies available in
the field. For measuring a locality, GPS receivers had become cheap enough to
replace the heavier combination of map, compass, and altimeter. For recording
locality information, Palm Pilots and laptops (with spreadsheet software) increas-
ingly replaced handwritten field notebook journals. The new technologies produced
mostly numbers and abbreviations instead of narrative free-text descriptions. Since
the arrival of the new museum director, Craig Mortiz, in 2000, and the expansion of
the Grinnell resurvey project in 2006, these new tools are being extensively used to:
represent data in GIS maps, analyze the distribution data using new research meth-
ods, and address new research questions, e.g. detection analysis and niche modeling.
Consequently, the protocols for recording “locality” in the MVZ collection and in
the field are changing in important ways.

30 Accessed July 18, 2008.
31 Shavit, A., observation during weekly Grinnell Resurvey meetings between 2006 and 2008.
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First, one must record in the field, as part of specific locality, new GPS
data fields, e.g. precise longitude and latitude, datum, and device accuracy
(http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Field_Recording_Notebooks.html).32 A leading
naturalist at the MVZ recalls that, in effect: “Lat/long coordinates are largely a
recent introduction [to MVZ’s practice of locality records] brought about by hand-
held GPS.”33 This makes sense: without such GPS data-fields, using GIS mapping
systems is unreliable, and without GIS maps computers are limited in power to rep-
resent and predict species distribution. However, the MVZ naturalist added: “. . .if
a locality couldn’t be located at a geographic scale sufficient to be usable by the
scale of the GIS layer [representing the spatial distribution of variables such as
temperature or elevation], then the model derived by the combination of those
different data would likely be in error, the extent of which would not be known.
Georeferenced localities can give a false sense of security, unless they are located at
a scale appropriate to the other information with which they are associated.”34

Second, trapping methods have been standardized so as to be independent of
the particular species trapped. One must detect all species in the resurvey using the
same number of traps, trap lines, trap-nights and the same trap-types35 in order to
maximize the representativeness of the recorded data of a particular locality and
to render present results more easily comparable with Grinnell’s and with future
results. Finally, the journal must now include a new, standardized format: tables in a
spreadsheet to represent the detectability effort rather than free-text, context-specific
descriptions of trapping. Locality information that was, for Grinnell, sensitive to a
given species in a particular time and place – how, where and when was it obtained
or observed – was transformed into a set of tables and data fields, each with a
standardized meaning and structure.

Moreover, trapping information previously integrated with species locality infor-
mation – habitats across the trap line, local weather, and unusual behaviors of
relevant species – is now separated from the field notes and must be mined in order
to be incorporated into the MVZ database.36 The result makes the distribution data
collected today better fit for verifying a species’ absence from a locality (by weight-
ing the probability of species occupancy by the probability of detecting it, given the
effort and methods used in the field), yet potentially rendering this data less useful

32 Accessed 7 July 2008. “Datum” is a technical term referring to the mathematical basis for delim-
iting latitude, longitude and elevation relative to a mathematical model of the Earth as an ellipsoid,
rather than based on local, ground-based measurements that are affected by local gravity. The shift
from a geoid to an ellipsoid model was required when geodesy became based on satellite rather
than ground-based measurements and to provide a world standard. “The WGS 84 continues to pro-
vide a single, common, accessible 3-dimensional coordinate system for geospatial data collected
from a broad spectrum of sources.” (Department of Defense 2004, accessed 7 July 2008).
33 Senior staff, September 3, 2008.
34 Senior staff, September 3, 2008.
35 Perrine, John (manuscript). “Data Fields to Capture for Grinnell Resurvey Project.” A protocol
draft discussed by all senior MVZ researchers and completed on May 5, 2007.
36 Shavit, A., observation during weekly Grinnell Resurvey meeting, March 17, 2008.
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for future queries that might be motivated by different research questions for testing
different hypotheses. In order to compare the effort of detecting a species in the same
locality across different times (and most likely across various ecological variables
as well), each use of a different detection method constitutes a distinct collecting
event in the database.37 For example, if one puts out three traps of different types
while walking a single trap line on the same day, one has conducted three different
collecting events that day, and this conceptualization might not be very useful to a
researcher who wants a species list rather than the responses of species to climate
change. Despite problems it might create for the future, the increasing prevalence
of data standardized in particular ways in current museum work led some MVZ
researchers to record what they regarded as their most important data, if not all of it,
in private spreadsheets – the analog of the old field notebook journal.38 All of these
researchers are well aware such data are very likely to become inaccessible after a
few years, due not only to new research questions but also to more mundane issues
of obsolete software, lack of metadata,39 or deterioration or loss of media.

The net effect of these technology-induced changes in protocols and practices,
which aimed to continue Grinnell’s legacy and realize his vision, was that by re-
visiting Grinnell’s localities, the MVZ “foregrounded” a fundamental gap between
two different concepts of space, one exogenous to the research subjects and human
interest in them but readily coded in locality descriptions in the museum’s database,
the other sensitive to both subjects and humans, but hard to code and even less read-
ily interoperable among the increasing number of private databases as well as the
museum’s. The MVZ’s initial response was to eliminate the dualism by deepening
and broadening the application of the exogenous concept of space to descriptions
of species locality data. That is, most researchers came to believe that recording
locality from a calibrated GPS reading, a short descriptive sentence and a standard-
ized detectability table would be enough to allow future replication of their work a
century from now.

Instead of Grinnell’s comprehensive ideal, enacted by his dictum: “write full
notes”,40 the re-survey protocol hesitates: “How observations are to be formally
recorded and included in the MVZ database requires more thought. Likewise, their

37 Shavit, A., observation during Grinnell resurvey meeting with programmers from Alaska and
MVZ, April 23, 2008.
38 The primacy of the electronic spreadsheet over the handwritten notebook is one of the reasons
why the Grinnell Resurvey project maintained three separate local databases during 2004–2007,
none of them interoperable with the main MVZ database.
39 “Metadata” is information about information. That is, information about the nature and structure
of the data, for example “author,” “title” and “date” for finding a particular book in the library
database. “Metadata” is familiar to the average reader from the information in the head section of
an html-based web page, preceding the body of the page, between the tags <meta> and </meta>,
which is used by search engines to catalog web pages.
40 Grinnell, Joseph, “Suggestions as to Collecting and Field note Taking,” 6, April 20, 1938. MVZ
archive, MVZ main gallery, top left cabinet, file name: Museum Methods – Historical (underscore
in original).
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value for the purposes of the Grinnell Resurvey also requires more thought.”41

Given the re-survey’s extensive use of tables in private databases and spreadsheets,
some MVZ scientists are now actively seeking to “define the notebook of the
future.”42 The field journal – with its free-text descriptions focused on organisms’
interactions with their environment – is not an integral part of the MVZ database,
because of the formalized nature of a computerized database and also because fewer
people actually write comprehensive field notes.43

This is both an old and a new perspective on Grinnell’s vision: old in the sense
that it aims to continue Grinnell’s legacy of standardizing the work through proto-
cols rigidly adhered to so that the data will be maximally useful in the future, new in
the sense that to standardize the work in the computer age and make the work maxi-
mally useful in the future, it juxtaposes (now via nearby clickable buttons rather than
nearby notebook shelves, catalog files, and specimen rooms) rather than integrates
scanned field notes from each specimen record. From its origin in a series of small
labels tied to specimens with unique specimen numbers to link to the field notes, the
MVZ collection was built with the aim of standardizing the work in order to allow
others easy access to facts from the field journal about a certain species’ locality.
Comprehensiveness of access has become as important as comprehensiveness of
the collections.

Today, “easy access” means an automatic link between data coming from dif-
ferent systems, i.e. data interoperability. However, it is precisely the demand for
interoperability between databases that brought researchers to mine data fields from
the field journals, rather than simply read them. For someone not initially com-
mitted to the value of field notes to invest considerable effort in their utilization,
this mining made it seem even less necessary for someone else in the future to go
back and again read the original locality description in the field journal. The result
of this data-mining process was the production of several local structured databases
about the localities in Yosemite in 2003, and Lassen Volcanic National Park in 2005,
which, in contrast with implicit initial expectations, were not interoperable with the
main MVZ database. Why?

Because history matters: these local databases originated from field notebook
descriptions while the data model for the MVZ database originated from small
structured tags; each type of record was recorded at different stages of the field
work, for different objectives, suggesting different data fields for recording locality
data, different part/whole relations between data fields, leading to different, non-
interoperable formats. Extracting information from field notes to code and record in
local databases thus did not bring about interoperability, yet, it did further marginal-
ize the concept of space embedded in the field notes since researchers in the wider

41 Perrine, J, “Data Fields to Capture for Grinnell Resurvey Project”. A protocol draft commented
by senior MVZ researchers and completed on May 5, 2007, 4.
42 Shavit, A., observation during weekly Grinnell Resurvey meeting, April 24, 2007.
43 Interviews or comments made by various MVZ personnel, March 24, 2007; March 8, 2008;
May 15, 2008; April 10, 2009.
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world of biodiversity research are likely to view the extracted information as “the
most relevant”, and, given their limited time, are likely to feel less compelled to
invest time and effort in these original field notes.

The researchers seemed to be left with the worst of all possible worlds: a stan-
dardized, mechanically-produced record of locality that unfortunately is highly
inaccurate and uncertain, while the more accurate, judgment-based, natural his-
tory description of locality in the field notes was still unreachable from the main
database and decreasingly accessible as more researchers become accustomed to
getting their answers after 1–2 minutes online. A leading programmer analyst at
the MVZ explains that a mismatch in human expectations, rather than the database,
should be blamed for this result,44 yet those very expectations explain the effort of
digitizing, databasing and putting online all of the MVZ’s collections. Given the
history of the MVZ’s attempts to record and revisit its localities, the natural-history
type of locality record could not easily be computer-coded, nor could it be done
away with.45 Ironically, the harder the MVZ staff tried to apply Grinnell’s vision,
the faster it seemed in some respects to fade away.46

Tension: Two Concepts for One Object

Throughout our story, two different concepts of space implicitly direct the field-
worker’s attention while recording locality information. One concept represents
the environment as an exogenous background for organisms. It directs scientists
to record those geographical and environmental parameters whose nature cannot
be affected by an organism or its population (e.g. latitude, longitude, and eleva-
tion). The other concept represents the environment as an endogenous, constitutive
component of an organism’s interactions that structure its locality. It directs sci-
entists to record geographical and environmental parameters that are directly or
indirectly affected by an organism or its population (e.g. vegetation associations,
soil types, slope, and landscape). The two concepts are not mutually exclusive and
both are applied in the MVZ’s fieldwork to a single kind of object around which the
entire MVZ database revolves: the individual specimen, whether killed, observed,
or caught and released (with or without leaving behind a tissue or blood sample).
The specimens and the information recorded about them – whether in narrative field

44 April 10, 2009, written comment on the manuscript.
45 Personal observation in MVZ field trips, during August and September 2007 and May 2008.
46 It is important to mention that not all MVZ personnel agree with our interpretation. A leading
programmer analyst: “I definitely disagree with this statement. I’d like to think I have maintained
Grinnell’s vision in all that I’ve done, even if I might record data in ways different from what he
did”. April 10, 2009. What precisely it means to maintain Grinnell’s vision is, of course, one impor-
tant aspect of what our work aims to understand. To some extent, disagreements within the MVZ
about what it means to maintain Grinnell’s vision probably reflect generational differences among
museum staff; changing disciplinary, institutional, and organizational structures and pressures; and
differing exposure to technology and technology-induced conceptual change.
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notes, specimen tags, or local or global computer databases – are the focal point of
research, but also of tension regarding descriptions of locality because both concepts
of space appear central to the MVZ’s practices, yet they place conflicting demands
on data collection, recording and accessing.

To take just one example, the “locality” table in the MVZ’s Arctos database
schema contains a data field for ID number, three data fields dedicated to elevation
measurement, six data fields for TRS map data, a data field for “specific locality,” an
additional table of latitude and longitude coordinates with thirty five (!) data fields
devoted to incorporating all the many different grid systems available for recording
lat/longs from GPS or topographical maps, and a single data field named “locality
remarks” where information can be entered as free-text descriptions not searchable
in Arctos. Although a data field for “habitat” appears in Arctos – under “collecting
event” rather than “locality” – this type of information is not searchable since there
are multiple different standards for naming habitats – not all of them translatable –
and most MVZ collectors do not use these standards for their journals but rather
their own narrative descriptions. Some researchers list dominant plants, others use
a single name such as “mixed canopy” or “oak forest” and others only “campsite.”
It is clear that the Arctos database schema reinforces the dominance of the exoge-
nous concept of space via its specification of data fields that are coded and those
that are not. In addition, the data recorded in “locality remarks” and “habitat” are
not delimited by the questions defining the Grinnell resurvey, but are rather derived
from traditional standards and protocols for fieldwork conducted by the MVZ.47

It seems Grinnell’s initial distinction between two kinds of “locality” records
(field note and specimen tag) has widened in the resurvey effort, as explicated in
the current dual guidelines for recording “locality” in database data-entry versus in
field notes. First, in the database guideline:

The locality is the specific place associated with a specimen, document, or image.
Localities refer to, but do not contain, higher geography (cf.) information. A locality
can be uniquely defined by geographic coordinates (latitude, longitude, and datum) with
or without a descriptive specific locality (http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Guidelines_
Locality.html).48

Second, the protocol for writing locality in one’s field note journal and catalog:

Locality: Provide a descriptive locality, even if you have geographic coordinates. Write
the description from specific to general, including a specific locality, offset(s) from a ref-
erence point, and administrative units such as county, state, and country. The locality
should be as specific, succinct, unambiguous, complete, and accurate as possible, leav-
ing no room for uncertainty in interpretation. Hint: The most specific localities are those

47 Moritz, C. et al., “The Grinnell Project: Using a Unique Historical Record to Document
Responses of Mammals and Birds to 100 years of Climate Change.,” Grant number 0640859,
submitted to NSF program PD-041128, on July 9, 2006.
48 Accessed 7 July 7, 2008. “Higher geography” refers to features such as: “continent, ocean,
country, state, province, county . . .”
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described by a) a distance and heading along a path from a nearby and well-defined inter-
section, or b) two cardinal offset distances from a single nearby feature of small extent
(http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Field_Recording.html).49

The resemblance to Grinnell’s guidelines is clear in the latter and somewhat
lacking in the former. Yet it seems that calling this a “conceptual gap” would be
an exaggeration. If our argument about the contrast and difference between two
concepts of space is not more than the above inventory of minute practical coding
differences, it seems that our concerns may be “much ado about nothing.”

However, if one agrees with Wittgenstein that “‘to give a new concept’ can only
mean to introduce a new deployment of a concept, a new practice” (Wittgenstein,
1978, 432). then our claim for a basic conceptual gap between two concepts of space
driving two kinds of practice and protocol for describing “locality,” both today and
in the past, is clearly supported. This conceptual gap emerged from a duality of
practice – interactive, comprehensive and open-ended narration versus represen-
tative, fixed, and structured data-entry – that began in Grinnell’s time, deepened
upon computerizing the museum collection during the 1970s and further diverged
via online databases and GPS technology in the last two decades. The expectation
today that updating and uploading locality records will be nearly instantaneous (e.g.
polished off on a Saturday morning),50 creates demands for data recording, storage,
and retrieval at odds with the comparatively leisurely pace that curators traditionally
experienced. Seemingly small “technical” differences on how to record “locality”
in a single recording event can stop the work altogether when implemented on a
museum scale, the scale relevant for Grinnell (Griesemer and Gerson, 1993; Star
and Griesemer, 1989).

Replicating Grinnell’s localities in a rigorous manner and on a relatively small
spatial scale, which took years of extensive effort, could not have been done without
deploying both concepts of space and associated protocols for locality descriptions.
Nonetheless, it was done well enough. After all the trapping and recording work
of a successful re-visit has been done, a corrected, more precise, lat/long record
was reached that could be entered into the database. It is at this final, seemingly
“trivial” stage where the “small” and “technical” differences between exogenous
and interactive concepts of space, could, and have, stopped the work.

For example, a senior naturalist planned to return to upper Lyell Canyon, which
was originally worked primarily by Camp, Storer, Ferris, and Holliger in late July
1915. Their camp, near where the “footbridge” crosses Lyell Fork on the John
Muir/Pacific Coast trails, was identified on modern topographic maps. The eleva-
tion at that point is about 9,700 ft. The slope, however, is very steep: a radius of
0.5–1 km from this site one would extend from 9,000 to 10,500 ft elevations,
and from lodgepole pine-western hemlock forest to whitebark pine at tree line and

49 Accessed July 7, 2008.
50 Interview with MVZ curator, March 23, 2006. It is not the process of curating that is expected
to be instantaneous but the upload of corrected data into the database, after a long process of
correcting the georeferenced records has been completed.
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above. The researchers who worked here during the original survey had trap lines
extending from their camp at 9,700 ft up to Mt. Lyell and Donahue Pass at about
11,000 ft. When the survey was first georeferenced, all of these separate trap lines
were recorded as “elevation 9,700–11,000 ft,” an immense error radius. After return-
ing from the resurvey fieldwork, and before conducting the data entry, a senior staff
member read through the field notes and corrected all specimen localities along this
gradient (to match the trap lines mapped in Camp’s field notes, for example). As
a consequence of this work, the error radius around each specimen and around the
locality where it was obtained was reduced substantially. The new error radius cal-
culated for the 9,700 ft point of their campsite was 162 m.51 However, this new
lat/long record was stored in the Yosemite local database, which was built in 2003
from reading the field journals, while the MVZ database was built in the 1970s from
reading the museum catalog cards. Each database was built from different sources
and was thus structured somewhat differently. As a result, none of the improved
locality data stored in the Yosemite local database could be updated into the main
MVZ database without a lot of additional technical work, most of it manual, similar
to the curator’s correction work based on the field notes. It took months to transfer
the corrected locality of Upper Lyell Canyon to the MVZ database. The senior natu-
ralist stopped his correction work for a while, and only after several discussions and
manpower added to the GIS lab was this task finally completed.

Given the many thousands of locality records in need of similar improvements at
the MVZ, this lack of interoperability between locality data emerging from incom-
patible data formats and locality descriptions driven by different concepts of space
might become an intolerable problem.52 Given the millions of NSF dollars already
invested in the MVZ’s database and the rigorous information it can (and does)
deliver, given the prominent role of this particular research museum in setting the
recording standard for others, and given the billions of dollars and euros invested –
and planned for future investment – in similar online databases of biodiversity
world-wide, this lack of interoperability presents a major challenge (Bowker, 2005;
National Research Council, 1995).

Resolution: Workable Alternation Rather than Universal
Interoperability

In the last two decades, complaints of lack of data interoperability became an every-
day part of almost every biodiversity survey involving replication in space and/or
time (National Research Council, 1995). We have argued so far that the history of
the MVZ’s application of two concepts of space to locality descriptions can explain,
in part, how and why this lack of interoperability emerged. This is one reason why
history can be useful for biologists: small historical contingencies brought about

51 Interview with senior staff, June 9, 2008.
52 Shavit, A., observation during weekly Grinnell Resurvey meeting, March 6, 2007.
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this conceptual gap, and it was the biologists themselves who uncovered the tension
between concepts and differences between fieldwork and database practices through
careful study and reflection on their own historical records and documents. In light
of the MVZ scientists’ attention to history, which “foregrounded” the problem of
locality, in this section we discuss how their continued attention to history is resolv-
ing the problem created by the conceptual gap that their practices opened up. We
argue that resolution involves noticing and “minding” the gap and thus “bridging”
it rather than closing it, by a practice of “workable alternation.”53

An institutional response to the locality-interoperability challenge surfaced in the
MVZ resurvey project around 2006. At that time, the MVZ director, the curator of
birds (and lead PI for the digitizing MVZ grant), the bioinformatics programmers,
and the georeferencing manager all came to see that the way to “connect” the dif-
ferent locality records and make them less vague would not be to rewrite them all
as various kinds of database records with GPS measurements of ever-smaller spatial
extent. On the contrary, amplification of this type of locality description only made
the interoperability problem worse and, for most species studied, only increased the
confusion over what locality records are records of. Instead of unifying all locality
records under a single concept of space – which might be endorsed as consistent
with the goal of universality – the MVZ resurvey team returned to Grinnell’s vision
and determined to implement it even more forcefully: “These field notes and pho-
tographs are filed so as to be as readily accessible to the student in the museum as
are the specimens themselves (Grinnell, 1910 [1943, 34]).”54

Since 2003, a large portion of the field notes and photographs have been digitized
and posted online, yet posting did not make this information “readily accessible” in
the sense one expects of queries to relational databases because the posted notes
were not linked with particular specimens. For Grinnell, it was the collector’s field
notebook number written in the upper left corner of the specimen tag that allowed
any other researcher to trace back a specific specimen to its place in the field notes.
The GReF (Graphical Referencing Framework) project is currently devoting an
immense effort to link every specimen in the collection with the journal field note
page(s) on which it is described.55 Trained undergraduate students carefully read
the online field notes and whenever they come upon a specimen number, a date or a

53 We use the metaphor of “bridging” to indicate the gap is not closed, but these may be fragile
bridges. We base our notion of workable alternation on the important thesis of Kiester and White
(in preparation) that “. . . a structured relationship between two alternative concepts of space pro-
vides the most comprehensive and accurate assessment of the distribution of biodiversity and its
geographical patterns of policy requirements.” Kiester and White invoke Wilhelm Windelband’s
nineteenth century distinction of “nomothetic” and “idiographic” purposes of scientific investiga-
tion in order to contrast different concepts and modes of representation of space that must alternate
at different spatial scales in empirically sufficient ecological and geographic studies of biodiversity.
54 In this sense, we agree with the programmer analyst (see footnote 46), that the technical database
work of the resurvey has been conducted in keeping with Grinnell’s vision.
55 For a description of the Digital MVZ projects, see: http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Digital_
MVZ_Project.html (accessed 7 July 2008). On GReF, see http://code.google.com/p/gref-
mvz/wiki/UserGuide (accessed 7 July 2008).
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location, they tag it electronically. Later, a link is made to every place in the database
where this number, date or locality is mentioned. The result is not full interoperabil-
ity, since one does not receive a machine-produced answer to one’s query. However
workable alternation is achieved between the systems in the sense that one can click
on a link from a single specimen page and reach a page in the journal narrating how
it was collected. The researcher can thus work quickly back and forth – alternate –
between the two kinds of information, posing structured queries in one and reading
free-text descriptions for answers to questions “the old fashioned way” in another.

Since both types of locality description are necessary for completing the resur-
vey and their conceptual differences are expressed through differing protocols and
methods for data recording and reading, one can and must alternate between them
while recording and using specimen information. The insight of 2006 did not invent
workable alternation – Grinnell and his colleagues had been doing it since beginning
their collections – but it did exploit computer technology to speed it up and make
it widely accessible online. And since a fast alternation procedure is now at hand
and working, a satisfactory resolution has been found. The “basic problem with the
concept of locality” was resolved well enough for now.

This resolution has not meant, however, that traditional epistemic problems of
theoretical representation aimed at explaining nature, in contrast to controlling
it or ameliorating its effects, have been pushed into the background. While our
case study supported the claim that “science has undergone a profound method-
ological and institutional transformation during the past decades (http://www.uni-
bielefeld.de/(en)/ZIF/FG/2006Application/index2.html, accessed June 23, 2008),”
we argue that scientists in our case study are engaged in alternating between differ-
ent kinds of locality recording practices in order to accomplish articulated goals of
theoretical explanation and application. Our case study supported the claim that
the on-going transformation of science is at least partly technological, but also
the claim that technology has brought conceptual, epistemic concerns to the fore
because of the particular way technology and historical concerns interact. Thus,
we locate fundamental change within the context of our single, albeit historically
extended, case study rather than place our case study on one side or the other
of a philosophical divide. We argue that shifting-back-and-forth or alternation of
applicable concepts of space and protocols for locality description is a practice that
emerged to resolve challenges arising in the work. We do not see a secular shift
over the twentieth century from theoretical projects and programs to technology-
driven applied research, but rather theoretical research that moves into a world
transformed by GPS-technology and thus science taking place within a changed
context of application.

In general terms, we track a phenomenon which is the reverse of one well-
documented by Hans-Jörg Rheinberger (1997). Instead of a reconfiguration of
scientific or “epistemic” things as “technical” things in the course of laboratory
investigation, we track a movement from technical things back to problematic epis-
temic things – the problematizing of established technical categories as distinctive
new scientific problems. In our case study, the technical category of specimen
locality, long-established in field and museum protocols instituted by Grinnell and
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reinforced by subsequent directors and curators, became problematic in the face
of theoretical and technological change as well as changing public priorities for
science.

The story we tell is not a simple transformation from the theory-driven goal of
understanding species distributions to an application-driven goal of utility and con-
trol in the face of climate change and growing human population. Grinnell and his
successors shared a vision of universally useful information contained in a natu-
ral history museum and in that sense, the successors have held true to Grinnell’s
remarkable institutional legacy and initiated the Yosemite resurvey as part and par-
cel of that legacy. But the resurvey participants also brought new perspectives to
bear, due in part to the transformations of ecological science in the intervening years,
in part to changing technologies – especially the introduction of digital computers,
relational databases, global positioning satellites and receivers, and GIS maps, and
in part to changing social and political interests and pressures that placed a premium
on rapid access to data on species distributions. These scientific, technological, and
political changes led to tensions when new methods and protocols were brought to
bear on ostensibly Grinnellian projects, which we explored here through the lens
of different descriptions of specimen locality. These changes however did not lead
to a replacement of one set of practices by another, but rather to a more complex
articulation of Grinnell’s concepts and practices with new ones derived from the
transformation of ecology, technology and society.

Conclusion

The gaps between two concepts of space and kinds of “locality” descriptions seem
at first to prevent one from revisiting a locality in the field based on one’s locality
records, but we conclude that the MVZ scientists have done just that while acknowl-
edging the basic ambiguity at the heart of their term “locality.” The Yosemite
resurvey worked in a practical sense, and, following Wittgenstein, this is all that
it means to step into the same river twice:

What we do is to bring words back from their metaphysical to their correct use in language.
(The man who said that one cannot step into the same river twice said something wrong;
once can step into the same river twice.) And this is what the solution to all philosophical
difficulties looks like. Our answers, if they are correct, must be homespun and ordinary
(Wittgenstein, 1993, 167, italics in original).56

We hope our discussion of “locality” (and thus “survey replication”), while
exposing its complexities via its different and changing contexts of application, also
brought this word back to the ordinary. A concept that shapes so many aspects of a
practice, as “locality” does for the study of species distribution (and biodiversity at

56 We have greatly benefited from a clear discussion on this remark by Wittgenstein in Ben
Menahem (2006).
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large), cannot present “deep” or “underlying” problems while the researchers com-
pelled by these practices somehow view “the problem” from the outside and correct
it. It simply makes no sense to describe the work at the MVZ this way. The fact
that “locality” descriptions assume a variety of meanings resting on different con-
cepts of space does not necessarily mean they present a deep conceptual problem,
since each meaning can be uniquely applied in a specific, well understood con-
text, and one can, in the right circumstances, with suitable goals, freely alternate
between these different contexts. In the field, researchers alternate their collecting
effort across the “trap” and “trap line” scales while behind their desks they alter-
nate between “data” and “narrative” (see Shavit and Griesemer, 2009). It is because
“locality” is such a basic or constitutive concept in biodiversity research and its
multiplicity of meanings was so entrenched in the MVZ tradition, that no one seems
to have found the gap compelling until computerized databases, GPS machinery
and GIS maps all required a single “locality” on the same small scale, thus mak-
ing the multiplicity of “locality” problematic. After the problem was embraced,
the MVZ scientists explicitly addressed it through conceptual and historical
analysis.57

We have argued that minute technicalities arising in the history of empirical prac-
tice in the MVZ entrenched a conceptual gap in the meaning of “locality,” inducing
a practical problem for analyzing contemporary biodiversity data. A methodology
of alternating between the two concepts of space and thus of kinds of descrip-
tion of locality in investigations by scientists brought these theoretical tensions
to light, and led to their practical resolution – though not a general solution –
that satisfied the biologists and their community (Moritz et al., 2008). In this
case at least, historical analysis served science as a practical tool for those who
would tackle theoretical challenges in technically driven, historically rich research
fields.
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